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We propose using the concept of decisive moment in order to deconstruct the obvious ideological effects found in discourse. The subject is constituted in enunciation, and its polysemic discourse clashes with the transparency of meaning. According to Pêcheux (1988), the contradictions in discourse simultaneously establish regularity and instability of meanings, leading it to misunderstanding, to the event. Photography destabilizes that which is already formulated and brings out that which is new, the unexpected meaning, the decisive moment. We analyze this process in the picture by Sebastião Salgado—“The cradle of inequality lies in the inequality of the cradle”.
(CAPES-BEX 4394/10-0, FAPESP 09/54417-4, CNPq.)
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(... A expressão reta não sonha.
Não use o traço acostumado.
A força de um artista vem de suas derrotas.
Só a alma atormentada pode trazer para a voz um formato de pássaro.
Arte não tem pensa:
O olho vê, a lembrança revê, e a imaginação transvê.
É preciso transver o mundo. (...)—Manoel de Barros
Livro sobre nada (2006)

Introduction

When we associated the concept of “decisive moment” in photography with the discourse analysis of a photograph by Sebastião Salgado (Salgado & Buarque, 2006) entitled “The cradle of inequality lies in the inequality of the cradle”, we intended to attempt to write about what “the art of reflecting in intervals would be” (Pêcheux apud Orlandi, 2006, p. 7), as it establishes new reading gestures from a procedure that deconstructs the “logically stabilized universe” (ditto, p. 8). The appearances, the evidence, and the obvious are questioned in order to deconstruct the naturalized look which, according to Pêcheux (1988), results from an ideological effect.

The expression “decisive moment” embraces the notion of escape points, which are points where meaning “slips”, since when we choose a certain meaning, we feel as if we are chosen, displaced to unusual sites and other
meanings that are different from those proposed by the photographic image, which captures something else. If photography is not only the static reproduction of reality, then it can be understood as an aesthetic experience, as an art that establishes a connection between image and desires, interpretations, sensations, memory. Photography is made into discourse by a subject that appreciates it; and through it we can see through the world. “Seeing through” means “going beyond” in the words by Manoel de Barros (2006); it means being entangled in the web of other discourses and other voices, making memory recognize that it is crossed by words already spoken, updated by historicity (Barros, 2006). In order to articulate these concepts of memory, discourse, photography, and displacement of meanings, we turn to the French philosopher Michel Pêcheux and to his Discourse Analysis Theory.

Memory and Subject in Discursive Formations

The concept of discourse by Pêcheux (1988) does not lie on the surface of a phrase. In order to define it, the author takes into account effects of meaning between interlocutors placed in a social and historical setting. He (Pêcheux, 1988) takes the concept of discursive formation (DF), developed by Foucault (1969, 1997), in order to relate the production of statements that follow the same formation rules and that lead to the same ideological formation (IF). Thus understood, the discursive formation (DF) determines what can and must be said from a historically determined social place. Within this reasoning, we can understand that words, when uttered, acquire a meaning because they relate to ideological positions that already exist in the socio-historical process. Finally, words relate to an ideological exterior marked by ideological formations (Gregolin, 2011).

At one point, Michel Pêcheux (apud Gregolin, 2011) reformulates the concept of discursive formation (DF) in his materialist theory of discourse in order to highlight the fact that discursive processes develop on a linguistic basis and, at the same time, are part of an ideological relationship based on contradiction. To Pêcheux, such contradiction in discourse cannot be easily perceived due to the fact that in the discursive formation (DF), that is, within that which establishes what can and what cannot be said, there is concealment. This effect, according to Pêcheux (1988), occurs by means of the transparency of meaning, of ideology. The author explains that the Ideological State Apparatuses, ISAs (Althusser, 1999) shelter the ideological instance and produce-reproduce society, the State and “free and equal” subjects as “natural evidence”. Such contradictory base of the ideological relation disguised by the transparency of meaning causes the instability and heterogeneity of discursive formations (DFs) to become difficult to perceive by discourse analysts (Gregolin, 2011), as something “always says before, outside or independently” and influences the constitution of the subject and of meanings in the discursive process (Pêcheux, 1988, p. 147).

Courtine (apud Gregolin, 2011) proposes thinking of discursive formations as if they were moving borders, as something whose movement is driven by discursive memory. Thus, one can account for the fact that every discourse formation (DF) has relationships with other formulations that it repeats, rejects, transforms, and denies so as to cause certain specific memory effects to be produced. To Gregolin (op. cit.), the notion of discursive formation is articulated to the notion of memory, whose work leads to the production of a memory or oblivion; it leads to the reiteration or silencing of statements. According to the author (op. cit.), the concept of discursive formation integrates the notions that Foucault (1969, 1997) elaborates on events, discursive practices and filing, so as to strengthen the dialectical relationship between singularity and repetition, regularity and dispersion. This
diallelatic relationship articulates something that has been stated to the past and also to the future of the story (which acts in the constitution of such statement and determines it).

The fact that memory leads to tension between the boundaries of discursive formations produces instability in meanings and brings, according to Gregolin (op. cit.), the idea developed by Pêcheux (1990) that “every discourse is a potential index of a stir in socio-historical affiliations” (pp. 56-57), an “action of shifting” discursive formations within memory networks and the social courses of meanings. It is in this tension that Pêcheux (1990, *apud* Gregolin, 2011) identifies the existence of a reorganization of the statement, which moves discursively from one meaning and drifts to another. In this case, the socio-historical context and that of discourse circulation means are considered as something that cannot be dissociated from the statements; they are support material that sustains discourses (as has been said before).

With this quick explanation on the discourse theory, it is not difficult to understand that, alongside the discourses determined by discursive formations (DFs), Pêcheux (1982, 1997) contemplated the existence of a “memory under the history that grooves the unwritten file of ‘underground’ discourses”; the existence of conflicts that hiddenly lead to “underground, different and/or contradictory cleavages for reading a file” (p. 57). This contradictory process in which discourse is constituted leads us to give importance to and observe fragments of enunciation that might otherwise go unnoticed. It is in this dialectic involving the regularities and instability of meanings in verbal or non-verbal discourse that we included photography in order to relate the concept of decisive moment—as the concurrency of an event and the expression of forms addressed by Bresson (2011)—to the concept of discursive event developed by Pêcheux (2006).

**Event**

When observing statements that refer to similar facts but do not construct the same meanings, Pêcheux (2006, p. 9) wonders about the reason why, in a “semantically normal” world, the “misconception region where the unconscious and ideology are materially connected” is not taken into account. In this inquiry, he proposes the notion of event, which is overdetermined by a metaphorical game around the statement and makes the equivocality of meaning of such statement stand out (op. cit., p. 22). When the author (op. cit.) proposes the comparison between “logically stabilized discursive spaces” and “that which is real”, he says that, in the latter, there are “points of the impossible” where “there is independence of the object in face of any discourse concerning it” (op. cit., p. 29).

To Pêcheux (2006, p. 51), there is something structural in the discursive materiality that is symbolic and makes meaning change, escape from any rules established *a priori* and be taken “in the indefinite relaunch of interpretations”, featuring a “swinging and paradoxical character” (op. cit., p. 52). When the subject interprets, he does not do so in an unregulated fashion because, in this case, “memory networks” give way to “identifying affiliations” (Pêcheux, 2006, pp. 54-55) which put “the other-discourse as a virtual space for reading such statement” where the latter is marked by the social space and by historical memory.

Then, it can be said that a particular object, a photograph, for example, can claim interpretation, pose questions and place the discourse of a moving subject in history and in language. Signification is next to the subject who sees, re-reads, sees through, and interprets it; and not next to the object. And if we find and construct meanings, there is always something that escapes us, points of the impossible that we refer to, from the
perspective of psychoanalysis and Discourse Analysis, as real (Lacan, 1998a; Pêcheux, 2006).

Photography comprehends the effects of what is real for, in the choice of capturing an image and in the obscure elements of that choice, we are faced with something we do not know what it is. An example of it is that of the captured photographer who, when willing to seek something with his objective lens, concludes: “(...) therefore, finally, here is the definition of image, of all images: an image is that from which I am excluded” (Barthes, 2007, p. 211). The look is offset by the order of the desire of the object to be captured, and the photographer is at the mercy of this effect.

Photography, as an art that requires the use of sensitivity, leads to re-encountering the place of origin of a “déjà vu”, which is familiar. It can be seen as the place where structure and the event of discourse encounter, as described by Pêcheux (2006, pp. 19, 23): “The event (...), in its current context and in the memory space that it convenes and already begins to reorganize”, triggers the action of what comes from the structure, so it is subject to several significations; it is polysemic, heterogeneous, polyphonic, and “has a variable logical stability”.

Decisive Moment

When we address the relationship between image and reality, we are also talking about a subject that provides support to such relationship. Subjectivity is fundamental for us to articulate the Discourse Analysis theory (Pêcheux, 1988) to what Bergson (1990) refers to as memory dynamism (memory-habit) and to the concept of decisive moment as a discursive event, a fleeting moment when drifting seems to stop. The subject, as support, is affected in his stability and, at the same time, by what is unusual. If photography were understood only as a message without a code (Barthes, 2007), such as in systems where only shades, lines, and surfaces are valued, the subject would not matter in this process, but it can cause the emergence of feelings and emotions even if the subject-support is unaware of it.

The concept of decisive moment is related to the concept of time. According to Lacan (1998a, pp. 197-228), time, defined as logical time, includes the instant of seeing, time to understand, and time to conclude. In logical time, a “transformation”, an anticipatory assertion, according to Lacan (op. cit.), will reveal the ambivalent subject who, being surpassed, surpasses alienation and inscribes his singularity in the universal field. Would it, then, be possible for a photograph to eternize an image, even if it is a fabricated “truth”?

Photography embraces this paradox, since, at the same time a captured image grasps reality, and it also reflects its author’s views and reveals discursive marks. Cartier-Bresson (2011), before the picture by Martín Munkasci—where three black naked boys, seen from the back, run toward ocean waves in a dance choreography—was confused by the movement, by the free forms virtually frozen in the photograph.
Bresson was impressed by this photograph and began to conceive photography as “a simultaneous recognition, in a fraction of a second, of the meaning of the event as well as of an accurate organization of the forms which give the event its exact expression”\footnote{Une photographie est pour moi la reconnaissance simultanée, dans une fraction des secondes, d’une part de la signification d’un fait, et de l’autre, d’une organisation rigoureuse des formes perçues visuellement qui expriment ce fait (Bresson apud Tériade, 1952/2011, s. p.).}.\footnote{Une photographie est pour moi la reconnaissance simultanée, dans une fraction des secondes, d’une part de la signification d’un fait, et de l’autre, d’une organisation rigoureuse des formes perçues visuellement qui expriment ce fait (Bresson apud Tériade, 1952/2011, s. p.).} This process caused by photography is referred to as the decisive moment and leads us to understand the social reality beyond what is observed every day and beyond social rites.

**The Decisive Moment as a Discursive Event in Photography**

Pecheutian Discourse Analysis (DA) is a broad field of studies where the concepts necessary to analyze events in the discursive chain can be found, for, as previously stated, discourse consists of effects of meaning between interlocutors who are set in history and use the materiality of language. Our attempt to establish a dialogue between DA and photography aims at understanding how the subject is constituted within a historically determined social practice without realizing that such practice directs his look and that, despite such “control”, discourses with unexpected meanings emerge.

By taking photography as a discursive practice, as a historical process and a product of language (according to DA), in order to interpret meanings, we used articulations that enunciation establish with history and with memory. We understand that memory is not only a set of experiences occurring at different times and spaces from those at the present moment, but it is the discursive memory that constitutes meanings and binds the subject’s discourse to the ideology that interpellates him. According to Pecheutian Discourse Analysis theory (Orlandi, 2007, p. 10), there is a “dual memory game: that of the institutional memory, which stabilizes, crystallizes and, at the same time, that of the memory constituted by oblivion, which is what makes difference, rupture and the other possible” (Orlandi, 2007, p. 10). Memory, as inter-discourse and as a condition for discourse production, causes
its other production conditions (context, protagonists, and object) to work, bringing effects on understanding and interpretation. Since we aimed at interpreting a photograph, although there is the “meaning-there” of memory, we can perceive discontinuity, ruptures, in the interpreted meaning. This is due to the fact that photography, as a file, relates the institutional, cultural, political, and economic practices of a subject that is subjected to the ideology and practices of the memory constituted by oblivion. We will seek to “denaturalize” the meanings placed by the ideology of institutional practices and attempt to expose the discursive processes in which the “evidence” of meaning emerges; we will seek to reflect on photography as described by Manoel de Barros (2006): We will “see through” a photograph; we will observe what is beyond the obvious aspects that it intends to convey.

Analysis of a Photograph

Sebastião Salgado (Salgado & Buarque, 2006) is the selected photographer. His photograph entitled “The cradle of inequality lies in the inequality of the cradle” was taken in the cocoa region, Bahia, in 1990.

![Figure 2. The cradle of inequality lies in the inequality of the cradle (Salgado & Buarque, 2006, pp. 92-93).](image)

The approximation between the enunciation “The cradle of inequality lies in the inequality of the cradle” and the image in the photograph requires from the observer elaborate thought that associates the idea of the text with what can be seen. Such a process leads the observer to attribute meaning to the gap between the photograph and the enunciation, thus breaking the interpretative linearity of the meaning that would supposedly be transparent; it requires possible analogies that can establish a relationship between “cradle” and “inequality”.

The possibility of other interpretations caused by the text that entitles the photograph can be explained by the psychoanalytical perspective of Discourse Analysis (Pêcheux, 1988), which takes into account the effect dimension of the signifier proposed by (1998a, p. 196), thus leading us to conclude that:

Subjectivity is a site that plays a dual function: that of showing subjection and that of showing its subversion. The manifestation of the unconscious provides the opportunity for something new to arise; the unconscious
“makes the rupture between concepts and the language that enacts them play incessantly” (Leite, 2005, p. 79); it “continually produces a formidable disjunction (...) between language and the conceptualization process” (Rey, 1981, p. 159). Such dual function of subjectivity appointed by psychoanalysis delineates the symbolic economy, so that, from time to time, we may be able “to break the vicious circle that generates the ‘totalitarian’ closure” (Zizek, 1996, p. 34; Monte-Serrat, 2011).

As learned from Lacan (1957, 1998b, p. 501) “no signification can be sustained except on the remission of another signification”. The movement to search for a file consisting of sayings under sayings leads to constant tension between deleting and electing meanings, perpetuating some and silencing others.

Taking historical contradiction into account is taking the file as a discursive site of tension. If there is a file, that is because there is, at the same time and in a contradictory fashion, the rise and the deletion of the “memory of events”, the latter being represented by an insertion of materiality in certain historical and social conditions, leading to the production of the event as an effect of a material dispersion (Foucault, 1971, 2003, pp. 53-58).

We can observe the dialogue established between the two ideas in the sentence “The cradle of inequality lies in the inequality of the cradle” and find it strange that the enunciation “cradle of inequality” is inverted to “inequality of the cradle”, thus assuming a slippage of meaning and making different voices emerge. The first time the word “cradle” appears, there is an enunciating subject speaking of a universal site in which the meaning of “birthplace”, “country” is attributed to “cradle”. The second time “cradle” is mentioned, there is a new signification based on the subject’s position as part of collectivity, bringing the meaning of “home”. Such collective site, from where the subject enunciates, is situated in the discursive formation of cultural identity, thus individualizing each “cradle”. In this case, there is the enunciative event, a relation of belonging to a “home”, to a “culture”, to a “social class” that identifies nameless subjects on black and white photographs.

The dialogue of Pêcheux’s theory (1982, 1997, p. 57)—to whom a file is the socio-historical discursive field of relevant and available documents on a certain issue—with the psychoanalysis theory, which takes the unconscious into account, allows us to think about the discursive movement of silencing and of saying, of filing, and of letting sayings slip through the cracks of oblivion.

We can conceive photography as something that enables the event, the emergence of new meaning that outcrops from meanings that have previously been worked on by the ideology of transparency and of the obvious. The “black and white” image denounces the paradox of the event in the larger enunciative space—“country”—and in the individualized space—“home”. The color “black” leads to the discursive memory of inferiorization, of class struggle, and of social inequality; whereas the color “white” leads to the discursive memory of hierarchization. The “white” becomes a “background” that highlights the color black, showing social inequality, and denouncing the dominant and settled meaning, which brings prestige and legitimacy with it, thus crystallizing the game of power (Orlandi, 1996).

Conclusion

The concept of photography changes when we can conceive that it is something that enables the event and deconstruct the obvious ideological effects found in discourse. The subject is constituted in enunciation, and its polysemic discourse clashes with the transparency of meaning. Photography is a tool for destabilizes that which is already formulated; photography can bring out that which is new, the unexpected meaning, the decisive moment.
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